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Advanced ST5000 Electronics

1.0 Scope

The Advanced Star Tracker is comprised of a CCD camera head and a control electronics
subsystem.  The camera head contains the CCD sensor, clock drivers, and video pre-amplifier.
The composite video signal is sent to the control electronics subsystem which digitizes and
stores the image in a solid state memory.  The image is processed by the computer and sent to
the spacecraft.  Long integrations and shuttered, partial, frame integrations will be implemented
to give wide dynamic range.

2.0 Camera Head

The camera head is a commercial Cohu 1100 series camera modified for space flight.  The
CCD is a Sony image sensor with 768(h) X 494(v) pixels.  Each pixel is 8.4 X 9.8 microns.   The
output of the camera is RS-170 composite video.  12 volts at 200 milliamps is required when
running.   Power can be turned off to the camera by the computer when not in use.

3.0 Control Subsystem

The control subsystem, figure x.x, is comprised of 5 or 6 small boards.  These are the
computer, frame grabber (2 boards), system interface board, optional flash disk memory and
optional PCMCIA board (e.g., Ethernet, 1553).

3.1 Computer

The computer will be a 486 processor.   The Epson CARD-PC single board computer is
mounted on a rugged circuit board about the size of a credit card.  This computer has undergone
extensive radiation and environmental testing by Boeing and is considered space flight qualified. 
There is sufficient RAM (4 MB) and ROM (256 KB) on-board to control the camera system. 
Communications with the other boards will be via the EASI (Embedded All-in-one System
Interface) bus.  Only the ISA portion of the EASI bus will be used.  The custom frame grabber
board and system interface board will use the ISA interface.  The flash disk will interface to the
processor via a PCMCIA to ISA adapter chipset on the motherboard. 

The Power consumption will be 1.8 watts for the 33 Mhz processor or .6 watts for the
16MHz processor.

3.2 Mission Unique Interface

Several interface options are possible ranging from RS-232, RS-422, 1553, Ethernet, or



sounding rocket ACS.  RS-232 is the simplest, lowest power, because this already resides on the
processor card.
3.3 Frame Grabber

Refer to figure x.y.  The frame grabber receives the RS-170 video image from the camera
and digitizes it to 8 bits.   For precise pixel registration, the digitizer will be synchronized with
the camera=s 14 MHz pixel clock. Data will be sent to one or two buffer storage memories.
Memory buffer A  is sufficient to store a full image.  Memory buffer B will be used to compute
the PIT images and will be 2.1 megabytes deep with the CCD image being stored at every 4th

memory address, e.g., 000000, 000004, 000008, 00000C, etc.   Memory buffer B will be zeroed
on command before the image is to be stored (a 150 millisecond process).   Both memory buffers
are memory mapped within the processor:

Memory A (524K bytes): 800000-87FFFF [hex] (880000-8FFFFF reserved)
Memory B (2.1M bytes): C00000-DFFFFF [hex]

For ground testing, a RS-170 video signal of the last readout image will be provided from a
module board attached to the frame grabber.  This satellite board is not intended as flight
equipment.

The frame grabber controls the analog gain and integration period of the camera head.  
Communication with the computer board is via the ISA portion of the EASI bus.  All commands
to the grabber board are within the I/O space of the processor.  Three interrupts, IRQ 10, 11 and
12, indicate when an image has been stored in the memory; when a vertical sync has occurred; and
a warning interrupt to the processor to AGet Out of Town@ (GOT) (don=t access the memory)
because a picture is about to be loaded into selected memory bank,  respectively.  To reduce
system complexity, much of the logic will be within a Programmed Logic Array (PLA) chip.

A watchdog timer will reset the processor if write activity is not periodically sent to I/O
address 10X(hex). 

Power consumption of the 2 board frame grabber is about 2 watts.

3.3.1 Grabber I/O Commands

           I/O ADDRESS (hex):              COMMAND:

$ 100[write] Load Integration Counter N (N=0-255 frames); take
picture;

                                                set IRQ 10 when image is stored.

$ 100[read] Read Integration Down Counter

$ 102[write] Clear IRQ 10 (Image stored interrupt)

$ 106[write] Clear IRQ 11 (Vertical sync interrupt)

$ 108[write] Load Gain DAC (8 bits); max gain = 0 volts (power



up condition)

$ 10A[write] Load Control Register:
B D0 = A1" = Camera Power On (off on power-up)
B D1 = A1" = Enable video to Bank A
B D2 = A1" = Enable video to Bank B
B D3 = S1-1 Shutter integration bit
B D4 = S1-2 Shutter integration bit
B D5 = S1-3 Shutter integration bit
B D6 = S1-4 Shutter integration bit
B D7 = S1-5 Shutter integration bit

$ 10A[read] Read Control Register

$ 10C[write]      Clear Get-Out-of-Town (GOT) interrupt 12

$ 10E[write] Zero Memory buffer B (~150 millisecond
operation)

$ 10E[read] Test Zero operation- D7 = 1 if in Zero operation

3.3.2 Timing

3.3.2.1 Integrated Full Frames Mode

When the processor sends an I/O command 100(h), the frame down counter is loaded
with an eight bit binary number.  This number can range from 1-255 and indicates the number of
33 millisecond frames of integration before the memory is loaded with the integrated image. 
Because the command is asynchronous with the camera video timing, the actual execution of the
command is dependent on the relationship of the command and camera timing.  Here is a typical
sequence of operations:

$ Load down counter with N integrations and start readout process.
$ Set camera Aintegrate line@ on camera after leading edge of Odd Field.
$ Integrate for N frames (odd to odd fields).
$ Release Aintegrate line@ when N goes to zero; set GOT interrupt 12.
$ Load memory(s) with digitized video image at start of Even Field (16 ms after IRQ 12).
$ Interrupt processor with IRQ 10, when frame loaded (49 ms after IRQ 12).
$ Auto-reload N down-counter and repeat integrate/readout process.

This process will continue until the processor sends a command with N = zero.

3.3.2.2  Electronic Shuttered Mode



For integrations shorter than a full frame time, there is electronic shuttering where partial
frame times are integrated.  Refer to the Cohu table 9 in the camera manual for shutter times.  All
timing is the same as for integrated frames with the exception of not asserting the Aintegrate@
line to the camera.

3.4 Flash Disk (optional)

The star catalog can be stored on a flash disk solid state memory card.  Data storage from
10 to 100 megabytes are possible on a card with a power consumption of only .5 watts when
accessed (milliwatts in standby).  Communication with the computer will be via PCMCIA to
ISA adapter chipset. 

4.0 Power Supply

The electronics requires +5 volts, +3.3 volts, and +12 volts.  These can be provided either
direct from the spacecraft or DC-DC converters can convert a nominal +28 volt supply to the
required supply voltages.  Depending on options, the total power consumption is approximately
8 watts.


